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Group Key Management Protocols: A Novel
Taxonomy
Yacine Challal, Hamida Seba
Abstract—Group key management is an important functional building block for any secure multicast architecture.
Thereby, it has been extensively studied in the literature.
In this paper we present relevant group key management
protocols. Then, we compare them against some pertinent
performance criteria.
Keywords—Multicast, Security, Group Key Management.

responsible for the maintenance and distribution of the required key material. Note that these two functions can
be implemented over a single physical entity or over different physical entities depending on the key management
architecture. Figure 1 depicts this simple scenario.
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In this section, we will use a simple scenario to introduce
the challenging issues relating to group conﬁdentiality and
key management. We consider a source that sends data
to a set of receivers in a multicast session. The security
of the session is managed by two main functional entities:
a Group Controller (GC) responsible for authentication,
authorization and access control, and a Key Server (KS)
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II. Group Communication Confidentiality
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HE phenomenal growth of the Internet in the last few
years and the increase of bandwidth in today’s networks have provided both inspiration and motivation for
the development of new services, combining voice, video
and text ”over IP”. Although unicast communications
have been predominant so far, the demand for multicast communications is increasing both from the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and from content or media
providers and distributors. Indeed, multicasting is increasingly used as an eﬃcient communication mechanism for
group-oriented applications in the Internet such as video
conferencing, interactive group games, video on demand
(VoD), TV over Internet, e-learning, software updates,
database replication and broadcasting stock quotes. Nevertheless, the lack of security in the multicast communication model obstructs the eﬀective and large scale deployment of such strategic business multi-party applications.
This limitation motivated a host of research works that
have addressed the many issues relating to securing the
multicast, such as conﬁdentiality, authentication, watermarking and access control. These issues must be seen
in the context of the security policies that prevail within
the given circumstances. For instance, in a public stock
quotes broadcasting, while authentication is a fundamental
requirement, conﬁdentiality may not be. In the contrary
case, both authentication and conﬁdentiality are required
in video-conference applications. In this paper, we focus on
a keystone component of any secure multicast architecture
over wired networks: group key management.
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Fig. 1. Simple scenario of group conﬁdentiality components

To ensure conﬁdentiality during the multicast session,
the sender (source) shares a secret symmetric key with
all valid group members, called Traﬃc Encryption Key
(TEK). To multicast a secret message, the source encrypts
the message with the TEK using a symmetric encryption
algorithm. Upon receiving the encrypted multicast message {m}T EK , each valid member that knows the TEK
can decrypt it with TEK and recover the original one. To
avoid that a leaving or an ejected member from the group,
continues to decrypt the secret multicast messages, the KS
must generate a new TEK and securely distribute it to the
all remaining group members except the leaving one. This
operation is called re-keying. The KS shares a secret key
called Key Encryption Key (KEKi ) with each member mi
(cf. ﬁgure 1). To re-key the group following a leave from
the group, the KS generates a new TEK: T EK  , and sends
it to each member mi (except the leaving one) encrypted
with its corresponding KEKi . Thereby, the leaving member cannot know the new T EK  and hence will not be able
to decrypt future multicast messages of this session.
When a new member joins the session, it must be authenticated by the GC. After checking the rights of the
new member to access the group, the KS proceeds to a
new group re-keying to avoid that the new member decrypts previous exchanged messages using the current key.
Therefore, the KS generates a new TEK: T EK  , encrypts
it with the old TEK: {T EK  }T EK , and multicasts it to
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the group. Hence all old members can recover the new
TEK: T EK  . Then, the KS encrypts T EK  with the secret KEKj that it shares with the new member mj and
sends it to him to recover T EK  which is required to decrypt the multicast messages.
The maintenance and the distribution of the keys involved in re-keying and encryption is commonly called :
Group Key Management. In this illustrative protocol, rekeying induces a O(n) re-key messages after each leave
from the group, where n is the number of group members. It induces also a storage of O(n) keys (1 TEK + n
KEKi ) at the KS during the whole secure multicast session. Since each membership change in the group requires
re-keying and the group may be highly dynamic, one of
the challenges of group key management is how to assure
re-keying using the minimum bandwidth overhead without
increasing the storage overhead. Proposed solutions in the
literature, as we will see in the following sections, trade
bandwidth overhead for storage overhead to achieve the
best overall performance.

4. Key independence: a protocol is said key independent
if a disclosure of a key does not compromise other
keys.
5. Minimal trust: the key management scheme should
not place trust in a high number of entities. Otherwise, the eﬀective deployment of the scheme would not
be easy.
Quality of service requirement:
1. Low bandwidth overhead : the re-key of the group
should not induce a high number of messages, especially for dynamic groups. Ideally, this should be independent from the group size.
2. 1-aﬀects-n: a protocol suﬀers from the 1-aﬀects-n
phenomenon if a single membership change in the
group aﬀects all the other group members. This happens typically when a single membership change requires that all group members commit to a new TEK.
3. Minimal delays: many applications that are built
over the multicast service (typically, multimedia applications) are sensitive to jitters and delays in packet delivery. Therefore, any key management scheme should
take this into consideration and hence minimizes the
impact of key management on the delays of packet delivery.
4. Service availability: the failure of a single entity in
the key management architecture must not prevent
the operation of the whole multicast session.
Other requirements:
1. The key management scheme must not induce neither
high storage of keys nor high computation overhead at
the key server or group members.

III. Group Key Management Requirements
Eﬃcient group key management protocols should take
into consideration miscellaneous requirements. Figure 2
summarizes these requirements from four points of view:
security, quality of service, KS’s resources, and group members’ resources.
Group Key Management
Requirements

Security Requirements

QoS Requirements

Key Server
Requirements

Group Members
Requirements

1) Forward Secrecy

1) Low Bandwidth

1) Low Storage

1) Low Storage

2) Backward Secrecy

2) No 1−affects−n

2) Low Computation

2) Low Computation

3) Collusion Freedom

3) Minimal delays

4) Key Independence

4) Service Availability

IV. A Taxonomy of Group Key Management

5) Minimal Trust

Fig. 2. Group Key Management Requirements

Security requirements:
1. Forward secrecy requires that users who left the group
should not have access to any future key. This ensures
that a member cannot decrypt data after it leaves the
group. To assure forward secrecy, a re-key of the group
with a new TEK after each leave from the group is the
ultimate solution.
2. Backward secrecy requires that a new user that joins
the session should not have access to any old key. This
ensures that a member cannot decrypt data sent before it joins the group. To assure backward secrecy, a
re-key of the group with a new TEK after each join to
the group is the ultimate solution.
3. Collusion freedom requires that any set of fraudulent
users should not be able to deduce the current traﬃc
encryption key.
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A critical problem with any re-key technique is scalability: as a re-keying process should be triggered after each
membership change, the number of TEK update messages
may be important in case of frequent join and leave operations. Thereby, some solutions propose to organize the
secure group into subgroups with independent local TEKs.
This reduces the impact of re-keying, but requires data
transformation at the borders of subgroups as we will see
in the following sections. Therefore, we can classify existing solutions into two approaches: the Common TEK
approach and the TEK per sub-group approach as illustrated in ﬁgure 3. In what follows, we present each class of
protocols and we further reﬁne the classiﬁcation in order
to highlight the underlying common concepts and mechanisms. We will illustrate each identiﬁed sub-category with
relevant protocols from the literature.
V. Common TEK Approach
In this approach, all group members share a common
Traﬃc Encryption Key (TEK). The management of this
single key can be further classiﬁed into three classes: centralized, decentralized or distributed. Figure 3 illustrates
this classiﬁcation.
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Fig. 3. Taxonomy of Common TEK Group Key Management Protocols
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A. Centralized Protocols
In this approach, the key distribution function is assured
by a single entity which is responsible for generating and
distributing the traﬃc encryption key (TEK) whenever required. In ﬁgure 3, centralized protocols are further classiﬁed into three sub-categories depending on the technique
used to distribute the TEKs. In what follows, we present
each sub-category:
A.1 Pairwise Keys
In this sub-category of protocols, the Key Server shares
a secret key with each group member. These keys are generally called: Key Encryption Keys (KEK) and are used to
establish secure channels between the KS and each member
in order to re-distribute the current TEK securely whenever required.
Group Key Management Protocol (GKMP):
Harney and Muckenhirn [25, 26] proposed the Group Key
Management Protocol (GKMP) that uses this approach.
The key server shares a secret key with each valid group
member (KEKs). In GKMP, the key server generates a
Group Key Packet (GKP) that contains two keys: a Group
TEK (GTEK) and a Group KEK (GKEK). The GTEK is
used to encrypt the traﬃc and the GKEK is used to secure
the distribution of a new GKP whenever required. When
a new member joins the session, the key server generates
a new GKP (which contains a new GTEK to assure backward secrecy) and sends it securely to the new member encrypted with the KEK established with this new member,
and sends it to the other members encrypted with the old
GTEK. The key server refreshes the GKP periodically and
uses the GKEK for its distribution to the group members.
When a member leaves the group, the key server generates a new GKP and sends it to each remaining member
encrypted with the KEK that it shares with each member. Thus to assure forward secrecy, GKMP requires O(n)
re-key messages for each leave from the group. Therefore,
this solution does not scale to large groups with highly
dynamic members.
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Dunigan and Cao [21] proposed a similar protocol that
suﬀers from the same issues. Poovendram et al. [38] have
also proposed a similar scheme to GKMP, where authentication and authorization functions are delegated to other
group members rather than centralized at the same group
controller entity.
Hao-hua Chu et al. protocol: In the solution proposed by Hao-hua Chu et al. in [14], a Group Leader shares
a secret Key Encryption Key (KEK) with each group member. To send a secret multicast message m, the sender encrypts m with a random key k. Then, the sender encrypts
k with the secret KEK that it shares with the group leader,
and sends it to the group along with the encrypted message. Upon receiving the message, receivers cannot decrypt
it since they do not know the random key k. When the
leader receives the message, it decrypts k using the key
that it shares with the source and constructs a validation
message which contains k encrypted with each KEK that
the leader shares with a valid group member (excluding the
departing members). Upon receiving the validation message, each receiver decrypts k using its KEK and hence
decrypts m which was encrypted using k. This protocol
has the drawback to require the transmission of the validation multicast message by the group leader, with a size
in the order of O(n) (n being the number of current valid
group members), after each time the source sends a message to the group.
A.2 Broadcast Secrets Approach
In this sub-category of protocols, the re-keying of the
group is based on broadcast messages instead of peer to
peer secret transmissions.
Secure Locks: Chiou and Chen [13] proposed Secure
Lock; a key management protocol where the key server
requires only a single broadcast to establish the group key
or to re-key the entire group in case of a leave. The protocol
relies on the following theorem:
Theorem 1: Chinese
Remainder
Theorem
Let
m1 , . . . , mn be pairwise relatively prime positive inte-
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gers, and let a1 , . . . , an be any integers. Then the system
of linear congruences in one variable given by:
x ≡ a1 mod m1
...
x ≡ an mod mn
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has a unique solution modulo
M = m1 × m2 × . . . mn .
n
The unique solution is: x = i=1 ai Mi yi mod M , where
−1
Mi = M/mi and yi = Mi mod mi .
In this protocol, the key server assigns a positive integer
mi to each member and shares a secret value ki with each
of them. When the server wants to send a message to the
group, it generates a random value K and uses it to encrypt
the message. Then, it encrypts K with each secret ki and
obtains the set {Ki } of the encryptions of K (Ki = {K}ki ).
Then the server computes a lock M which is the solution
to the equation system:

holds a copy of its leaf secret key and all the KEKs corresponding to the nodes in the path from its leaf to the root.
The key corresponding to the root of the tree is the TEK.
For a balanced binary tree, each member stores at most
1 + log2 (n) keys, where n is the number of group members.
This key hierarchy allows to reduce the number of re-key
messages to O(log n) instead of O(n) in GKMP.
Example: Let us consider a multicast group with six
members {u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u5 , u6 }. The key server builds a
hierarchy of keys as shown in ﬁgure 4. Each member owns
a secret key which is a leaf in the tree as well as all the
keys on its path to the root. The root represents the TEK
shared by the members. The other keys are used to reduce
the required re-keying messages. According to ﬁgure 4 :
u1 owns{ k1 , k12 , k1234 , TEK}, u2 owns{ k2 , k12 , k1234 ,
TEK}, u3 owns{ k3 , k34 , k1234 , TEK}, u4 owns{ k4 , k34 ,
k1234 , TEK}, u5 owns{ k5 , k56 , TEK} and u6 owns{ k6 ,
k56 , TEK}.

M ≡ K1 mod m1

{TEK’}K
1234

{TEK’}K’
56

TEK

...
M ≡ Kn mod mn

{U 1U 2 U 3 U 4 }

Then the server multicasts the lock M as well as the
encrypted message with K.
Upon reception of the
lock M , each member recovers the encryption key K =
{M mod mi }ki , and hence decrypts the received message.
Only members whose secret ki and its corresponding positive integer mi are included in the computation of the lock
M , can recover the decryption key K.
This protocol minimizes the number of re-key messages.
However, it increases the computation at the server due to
the Chinese Remainder calculations before sending each
message to the group.
A.3 Hierarchy of Keys Approach
We showed that in the pairwise keys approach, re-keying
induces a high number of update messages (in the order of
O(n), with n being the number of group members). This
is due mainly to the fact that the key server establishes
a secure channel individually with each member and uses
this channel to distribute the TEK updates. In order to reduce the number of update messages, in this sub-category
of protocols, the key server shares secret keys with subgroups of the entire secure group in addition to the individual channels. Then, when a member leaves the secure
session, the key server uses the secret sub-group keys, that
are unknown by the leaving member, to distribute the new
TEK. Thereby, sub-group secret keys allow to reduce the
required number of update messages. In what follows we
present some protocols that use this concept for re-keying:
Local Key Hierarchy (LKH): Independently, Wong
et al. [49, 50] and Wallner et al. [48] proposed the Logical
Key Hierarchy (LKH) protocol. In LKH, the key server
maintains a tree of keys. The nodes of the tree correspond
to KEKs and the leaves of the tree correspond to secret
keys shared with the members of the group. Each member
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Fig. 4. key Hierarchy

Let us assume that u5 leaves the group, KS updates k56


, sends k56
to u6 encrypted with k6 . TEK is upinto k56
dated into TEK’ and sent to {u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 } encrypted with

and hence only three
k1234 and to u6 encrypted with k56
messages are required instead of ﬁve messages if GKMP
were used.
Wong et al. [49,50] proposed the extension of the binary
key tree to a k-ary key tree. Using a greater degree reduces
the number of keys maintained by the members because of
a smaller tree depth. Performance analysis shows that optimal results are reached with trees having a degree less
or equal to 4. The authors propose also the Keystone architecture [51], where the key server is aided by secondary
controllers called registrars, whose role is limited to registration and authentication of new members.
One-way Function Trees (OFT): McGrew and
Sherman [2,30] proposed an improvement over LKH called
One-way Function Trees (OFT). OFT allows to reduce the
number of re-key messages from 2 log2 (n) to only log2 (n).
With OFT, a KEK is calculated by members rather than
attributed by the key server. Indeed, each KEK ki is computed using its child KEKs using the formula:
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where lef t(i) and right(i) denote respectively the left and
right children of node i, and g is a one-way function. The
result of applying g to a key k: g(k), is called the blinded
key version of k.
In this protocol, each member maintains its leaf secret
key and its blinded sibling key and the set of blinded sibling
KEKs of its ancestors. Figure 5 illustrates the ancestors
and their corresponding sibling keys of member u2.
TEK

111
000
000
111
000
111
K34

K12

111
000
000
111
000
111
K1

K2

K3

K4

U1

U2

U3

U4

Ancestor key

111
000
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Sibling key

Fig. 5. Ancestor and Sibling keys of member U2 .

Using formula 1, each member can calculate all the required ancestor KEKs (KEKs on the nodes in the path
from the leaf secret to the root) recursively. In the original
scheme (LKH), when a new KEK is generated, it is encrypted with its two child KEKs. However, in OFT when
a blinded key is changed in a node it has to be encrypted
only with the key of its sibling node. Hence, the required
number of re-key messages is reduced by half.
Example: Let us consider the hierarchy of keys in ﬁgure
6.
K’

K9−16

K’18

{g(K’18)}K9−16

K14

K’58

{g(K’58)}K14

K56

K’78

{g(K’78)}K56

K7

K8
{g(K7)}K8

U7

U8

Fig. 6. Example of a OFT scenario. U7 joins the session.

When user U7 joins the group, the keys K78 , K58 , K18


and the group key K, should be modiﬁed into K78
, K58
,

and K  , respectively. In order to redistribute the
K18
new group key and the modiﬁed KEK s, the only values that should be sent, are the blinded keys: g(K7 ),



), g(K58
), and g(K18
), respectively encrypted with:
g(K78
K8 , K56 , K14 , and K9−16 . The new TEK and KEK s

= f (g(K7 ), g(K8 )),
can be now calculated as follows: K78




)), and
K58 = f (g(K56 ), g(K78 )), K18 = f (g(K14 ), g(K58


K = f (g(K18 ), g(K9−16 )). In this example, user U8 main-
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tains K8 , g(K56 ), g(K14 ), and g(K9−16 ). When it receives
{g(K7 )}K8 , it calculates recursively all the keys on its path
to the root of the hierarchy, using the above formulas.
These calculations culminate into the new group key K  .
Canetti et al. [10] proposed a similar approach that has
the same communication overhead. The proposed scheme
called: one-way function chain tree, uses a pseudo-randomgenerator to generate the new KEKs rather than a oneway function. Perrig et al. proposed yet another similar protocol called: Eﬃcient Large group Key distribution
(ELK) [37], that uses Pseudo Random Functions to generate the new KEKs.
Centralized Flat table Key Management
(CFKM): Waldvogel et al. [47] proposed the Centralized
Flat Table Key Management protocol (CFKM). In this
approach, the key hierarchy is replaced by a ﬂat table in
order to reduce the number of keys maintained by the Key
Server. The table contains a single entry for the TEK and
2w entries for the KEKs, where w is the number of bits
in a member identiﬁer (the authors propose to use IP addresses as member identiﬁers). Two keys are associated to
the two possible values of each bit in a member id. Figure
7 illustrates the structure of the table for w = 4.
TEK
KEK00

KEK01

KEK10

KEK11

KEK20

KEK21

KEK30

KEK31

Fig. 7. CFKM table with w = 4

Each member holds the KEKs associated to the values of its identiﬁer bits. Thus, each member holds w + 1
keys (w KEKs in addition to TEK). For instance, a member with the identiﬁer 0101 maintains KEK00, KEK11,
KEK20, KEK31 and the TEK. When a member leaves the
group, all the keys held by this departing member should
be modiﬁed to assure forward secrecy. Therefore the key
server sends a re-key message containing two parts: a ﬁrst
part contains the TEK encrypted with each not compromised KEK from the ﬂat table, and hence all the remaining
members would be able to decrypt the new TEK. The second part contains the new KEKs encrypted with both the
old KEK and the new TEK. This way, the leaving member
cannot recover the new TEK and the remaining members
can update their old KEKs without having access to the
KEKs of other members. Figure 8 illustrates the re-key
message sent by the key server after the leave of the member with the identiﬁer 0101.
A.4 Comparison
In table I we compare the above protocols against the
following relevant criteria:
1. 1-aﬀects-n
2. Storage at the key server : the number of keys that
should be maintained by a key server.
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TEK
id bit # 0
id bit # 1
id bit # 2
id bit # 3

{{KEK00new}KEK00old}TEKnew
{TEKnew}KEK10
{{KEK20new}KEK20old}TEKnew
{TEKnew}KEK30

{TEKnew}KEK01
{{KEK11new}KEK11old}TEKnew
{TEKnew}KEK21
{{KEK31new}KEK31old}TEKnew

bit 0

bit 1
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Fig. 8. CFKM re-key message when member 0101 leaves the group

3. Storage at a member : the number of keys that should
be maintained by a group member.
4. Join re-key overhead : number of re-key messages sent
by the key server to redistribute the group TEK after
a join.
5. Leave re-key overhead : number of re-key messages
sent by the key server to redistribute the group TEK
after a leave.
The GKMP protocol achieves an excellent result for storage at the members. However, this result is achieved by
providing no method for re-keying the group after a member has left, except re-creating the entire group which induces a O(n) re-key messages overhead, with n being the
number of the remaining group members. Secure Lock
achieves also excellent results for storage and communication overheads on both members and the key server.
However, these results are achieved by increasing the computation overhead at the key server due to the Chinese
Remainder calculations. So far, the best solutions for centralized group key management appear to be those using
a hierarchical tree of KEKs. They achieve good overall
results without compromising any aspects of security.
B. Decentralized Architectures
In this approach, a hierarchy of key managers share the
labor of distributing the TEK to group members in order
to avoid bottlenecks and single point of failure. We distinguish two sub-categories corresponding to the case where
the TEK is modiﬁed after each membership change (membership driven), or systematically after each slot of time
(time driven) (cf. ﬁgure 3).
B.1 Membership-Driven Re-keying
In this sub-category of protocols, the TEK is changed
each time a join or a leave occurs in the membership of the
group. In what follows we present some protocols relying
on this approach.
Scalable Multicast Key Distribution (SMKD):
Ballardie proposed in RFC1949 [3] the Scalable Multicast
Key Distribution (SMKD); a protocol that exploits the tree
built by the Core Based Tree multicast routing protocol
(CBT) [4, 5] to deliver keys to multicast group members.
In a CBT architecture, the multicast tree is rooted at a
main core. Secondary cores can exist eventually. The main
core creates an access control list (ACL), a session key
GTEK and key encryption key GKEK used to update the
session key GTEK. The ACL, the GTEK and the GKEK
are transmitted to secondary cores and other nodes when
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they join the multicast tree after their authentication. Any
router or secondary core authenticated with the primary
core can authenticate joining members and use the ACL to
distribute the keys, but only the main core generates those
keys. With SMKD there is no solution for forward secrecy
other than to recreate an entirely new group without the
leaving members.
Intra-domain Group Key Management Protocol (IGKMP): DeCleene et al. [15, 24] proposed the
Intra-domain Group Key Management Protocol IGKMP.
This architecture divides the network into administratively
scoped areas. There is a Domain Key Distributor (DKD)
and many Area Key Distributors (AKD). Each AKD is responsible for one area. Figure 9 illustrates an example of
this architecture.
all−KD−group
TEK

TEK

m

DKD

AKD1

m

m

local area group

TEK

m

AKD2

TEK

m

m

m

local area group

AKD3

m

m

local area group

Fig. 9. An example of an Inter-domain Group Key Management
(IGKMP) Architecture

The group TEK is generated by the DKD and is propagated to the group members through the AKDs. The
DKD and AKDs belong to a multicast group called AllKD-Group. The DKD uses this group to transmit re-key
messages to the AKDs who re-key in turn their respective areas. This architecture suﬀers from a single point of
failure which is the DKD; the sole entity responsible for
generating the group TEK. Besides, in case of an AKD
failure, members belonging to the same area will be not
able to access the group communication.
Hydra: Rafeli and Hutchison [39] proposed Hydra protocol, in which the group is organized into smaller subgroups, and a server called the Hydra server (HSi ) controls
each sub-group i. If a membership change occurs at subgroup i, the corresponding HSi generates the group TEK
and sends it to the other HSj s involved in that session. In
order to have the same group TEK distributed to all HSs
a special protocol is used to ensure that only a single valid
HS is generating the new TEK whenever required.
Baal Chaddoud et al. [11] proposed a similar protocol
called Baal which deﬁnes three entities:
1. The group controller (GC): maintains a participant
list (PL) and creates and distributes the group key
(TEK) to group members via local controllers.
2. Local controllers (CL): the GC delegates a LC to each
subnet (generally a local network) to manage the keys
within its subnet. When a LC receives a new TEK it
distributes it to the members connected to its subnet.
Besides, a LC can play the role of the GC by generating and distributing new TEKs after membership
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TABLE I
Comparison of centralized group key management
Re-key Overhead
Storage Overhead
Join
Leave
Key Server
Member
Multicast
Unicast
Yes
2
2
2n
n+2
3
Yes
log2 (n) − 1
log2 (n) + 1
2 log2 (n)
2n − 1
log2 (n) + 1
Yes
log2 (n) + 1
log2 (n) + 1
log2 (n) + 1
2n − 1
log2 (n) + 1
Yes
2I
I +1
2I
2I + 1
I +1
No
0
2
0
2n
2
n: number of group members, I: number of bits in a member id.

of a TV show) into small portions of time and using a
diﬀerent key for encrypting each slice. The encryption keys
are leaves in a binary hash tree that is generated from a
single seed. A blinding function, such as MD5 [40] is used
to create the tree nodes. Figure 10 shows an example of
the generated binary tree whose leaves are the keys that
correspond to the diﬀerent slices.
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S10

S20

B.2 Time-Driven Re-keying
In this sub-category of protocols, the TEK is changed
after each speciﬁc period of time. Thereby, the departing members are not excluded immediately from having
access to the secure content. Similarly, new members are
appointed to wait for the beginning of a new interval of
time before having access to the content. In what follows
we present some protocols relying on this concept.
Kronos: Setia et al. [42] proposed the Kronos protocol.
This protocol is driven by periodic re-keying rather than
membership changes, which means that a new group TEK
is generated after each period of time rather than after
each membership change. Similarly to IGKMP, in Kronos a domain is divided into areas managed by diﬀerent
AKDs. However, in Kronos the DKD does not multicast
the group TEK each time to the AKDs. Instead of that,
each AKD generates independently the same group TEK
whenever required and re-keys the members belonging to
its area. To implement this scheme, the AKDs’ clocks
should be synchronized, and the AKDs have to agree on a
re-key period. Second, the DKD transmits secret factors
K and R0 to AKDs using secure channels. To generate
the group TEK Ri+1 , AKDs calculate after each period
of time: Ri+1 = EK (Ri ), which is the encryption of the
previous TEK (Ri ) with the encryption algorithm E using
the secret key K.
MARKS: In MARKS, Briscoe [8] suggests slicing the
time length to be protected (such as the transmission time

M

S00

5(R

changes following some coordination rules.
3. Group member : a member in the PL.
When a membership change occurs at a subnet, the corresponding LC can generate a new TEK and distribute it
to its subnet and to the other members via their LCs. To
assure that a single LC generates a new TEK at a time, the
GC assigns a priority to each LC and when many LCs distribute simultaneously a new TEK, the LCs are instructed
to commit to the TEK issued by the LC having the highest
priority.
R. Oppliger and A. Albanese [35] proposed a similar
decentralized solution called Distributed Registration and
Key distribution (DiRK). In their architecture, the authors distinguish between active and passive group members. Active members have the ability to register other new
members, and to generate and distribute TEK s whenever
required. DiRK relies on a PKI to authenticate active
members, and the origin of received TEK s.

MD
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GKMP
LKH
OFT
CFKM
Secure Lock

1-aﬀects-n

M

Protocol

S22
TEK2
T2

S23

TEK3
T3

Time

LS: Left Shift operation
RS: Right Shift operation

Fig. 10. An example of a MARKS key generation tree

Each intermediate node (including the root) allows to
generate two children (left and right children). The left
node is generated by shifting its parent one bit to the left
and applying the blinding function on it. The right node
is generated by shifting its parent one bit to the right and
applying the blinding function on it (cf. ﬁgure 10). Users
willing to access the group communication receive the seeds
needed to generate the required keys. The system cannot
be used in situations where a membership change requires
the change of the group key, since the keys are changed as
a function of the time. The distribution of the seeds and
the management of receivers’ queries are assured by a set
of key managers.
Dual Encryption Protocol (DEP): A common
drawback of most of decentralized protocols is the involvement of a high number of intermediary parties. In practice it is diﬃcult to assume trustiness for all of these entities. In order to solve the problem of trusting third parties, Dondeti et al. [18–20] proposed the Dual Encryption
Protocol (DEP). In their work, they suggest hierarchical
sub-grouping of the group members where a sub-group
manager (SGM) controls each sub-group. There deﬁne
three types of KEKs and one Data Encryption Key (DEK):
KEKi1 is shared between a SGMi and its sub-group mem-
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bers. KEKi2 is shared between the Key Server (KS) and
the group members of sub-group i excluding SGMi . Finally, KS shares KEKi3 with SGMi . In order to distribute the DEK to the group members, the KS generates
and transmits a package containing the DEK encrypted
with KEKi2 and encrypted again with KEKi3 . Upon
receiving the package, SGMi decrypts its part of the message using KEKi3 and recovers the DEK encrypted with
its sub-group KEK (KEKi2 ), which is not known by the
SGMi . SGMi encrypts this encrypted DEK using KEKi1
shared with its sub-group members and sends it out to
sub-group i. Each member of sub-group i decrypts the
message using KEKi1 and then, decrypting the message
using KEKi2 (shared with KS), recovers DEK. Therefore,
the DEK cannot be recovered by any entity that does not
know both keys. Hence, although there are third parties
involved in the management (SGMs), they do not have
access to the group key (DEK). When the membership of
sub-group i changes, the SGMi changes KEKi1 and sends
it to its members. Future DEK changes cannot be accessed
for members of sub-group i that did not received the new
KEKi1 .
B.3 Comparison
In table II, we compare some of the above protocols
against the following criteria:
1. Key independence
2. 1-aﬀects-n
3. Local re-keying: membership changes in a sub-group
should be treated locally.
4. Data transformation: data is transformed using some
means when messages pass from a sub-group to another.
Kronos does not provide key independence because it
generates new keys based on old ones, and if any past key
is compromised , all future keys are disclosed. The same
happens with MARKS if a seed is compromised.
We note that even though these protocols divide the
whole group into sub-groups they still suﬀer from 1-aﬀectsn phenomenon because of using the same TEK for all subgroups.
C. Distributed Key-Agreement Protocols
With distributed key-agreement protocols, the group
members cooperate to establish a group key. This improves
the reliability of the overall system and reduces the bottlenecks in the network in comparison to the centralized
approach. In ﬁgure 3, we further classify the protocols of
this category into three sub-categories depending on the
virtual topology created by the members for cooperation.
C.1 Ring-Based Cooperation
In this sub-category, the cooperation of group members
forms a virtual ring, as we will see in the following protocols.
Ingemarson et al. protocol: The protocol proposed by Ingemarson et al. in [27] is one of the earliest propositions to extend Diﬃe-Hellman key agreement
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protocol [16] to group communication. In this protocol,
members are organized into a virtual ring; in a way that
member Mi communicates with member Mi+1 and member Mn with member M1 . The group members compute
the group key within (n − 1) rounds. Initially, each member Mi generates a random value Ni , computes g Ni and
sends it to the next member Mi+1 . Then, in each round,
each member Mi raises to the power Ni the intermediate
value received from member Mi−1 , and sends the result to
the member Mi+1 . Each member performs n exponentiations and gets the group key Kn = g N1 N2 ...Nn after (n − 1)
rounds. This protocol is not suitable for dynamic groups
because it requires the execution of the entire algorithm
after each membership change.
Group Diffie-Hellman (GDH): Steiner et al. [46]
proposed this group key exchange protocol as an extension of the Diﬃe-Hellman protocol [16] to establish group
keys. The group agrees on a pair of primes (q and α) and
starts calculating in a distributed way the intermediate
values. The ﬁrst member calculates the ﬁrst value (αx1 ,
with x1 a random secret generated by the ﬁrst member)
and sends it to the next member. Each subsequent member receiving the set of intermediary values, raises them
using its own secret number generating a new set: a set
generated by the ith member will have i intermediate values with i − 1 exponents and a cardinal value containing
all exponents. For example; the fourth member receives
the set: {αx2 x3 , αx1 x3 , αx1 x2 , αx1 x2 x3 } and generates the
set {αx2 x3 x4 , αx1 x3 x4 , αx1 x2 x4 , αx1 x2 x3 , αx1 x2 x3 x4 }. The
cardinal value in this example is αx1 x2 x3 x4 . The last member can easily calculate the group key k from the cardinal
value: k = αx1 x2 x3 ...xn mod q. The last member raises all
intermediate values to its secret value and multicasts the
whole set to all group members. Upon receiving this message, each member j extracts its respective intermediate
value and calculates k by exponentiation of the j th value
to xj . The setup time and the length of messages are linear in terms of the number of group members n since all
members must contribute to generating the group key.
C.2 Hierarchy-Based Cooperation
Octopus: Becket and Wille [6] proposed the Octopus
protocol. This protocol is also based on Diﬃe-Hellman
key exchange protocol [16]. In Octopus, the large group
(composed of n members) is split into four sub-groups ( n4
members each). Each sub-group agrees internally on an
intermediate DH value: Isubgroup = αu1 u2 ...un /4 , where ui
is the contribution from user i, and then the subgroups exchange their intermediary values. All group members can
then calculate the group key. The leader member in each
sub-group is responsible for collecting contributions from
its sub-group members and calculating the intermediary
DH value (Isubgroup ). Let us call the subgroup leaders A,
B, C and D. First, A and B, using DH, exchange their intermediary values Ia and Ib , creating αIa .Ib . Also, C and
D do the same and create αIc .Ib . Then, A and C exchange
αIa .Ib and αIc .Id . Leaders, B and D do the same. Now,
all of them can calculate αIa .Ib .Ic .Id . After that, A, B, C
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TABLE II
Comparison of some decentralized group key management protocols
Protocol
SMKD
IGKMP
DEP
Kronos
Hydra
MARKS

Key independence
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

1-aﬀects-n
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
-

Ia .Ib .Ic .Id

ui
and D send to their respective subgroups α
, where
i = 1 . . . (n−4)/4, and all members of the group are capable
of calculating the group key.
Skinny TRee (STR): The Skinny TRee (STR) protocol, proposed by Steer et al. [45] and undertaken by Kim
et al. [29], is a contributive protocol using a tree structure.
Figure 11 illustrates an STR tree with four members.

Local re-key
No
No
No
No
No
No

Data transformation
No
No
No
No
No
No

one as a leader of a right subtree, broadcast their respective DH computations and hence allow to all the members
to calculate the group key corresponding to the root of the
tree. Using the tree in ﬁgure 12, intermediate keys are
k12 = αk1 k2 mod p, k34 = αk3 k4 mod p and the group key
is k14 = αk12 k34 mod p.
k14
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Fig. 11. An example of a STR tree

The leaves are associated to group members. Each leaf is
identiﬁed by its position LNi in the tree and holds a secret
random ri (generated by the corresponding member Mi )
and its public blinded version bri = g ri mod p, where g and
p are DH parameters. Each internal node is identiﬁed by its
position INi in the tree and holds a secret random ki and
its blinded public version bki = g ki mod p. Each secret ki
is recursively calculated as follows: ki = (bki−1 )ri mod p=
(bri )ki−1 mod p. The group key is the key associated to
rn−1 ...g r2 r1
. Due to the linear structure
the root: kn = g rn g
of the tree, this solution induces a O(n) key calculations in
order to establish the group key associated to the root of
the tree. Besides, each member should store and maintain
all the public keys associated to all the nodes of the tree.
In case of a membership change (join / leave) the tree is
re-built consequently and hence all the members update
the group key which is the new key kn associated to the
root of the tree.
Diffie Hellman - Logical Key Hierarchy (DHLKH): Perrig et al. [28,36] proposed a variant of STR using
a binary tree (less deeper) in order to reduce the number
of key calculations from the order of O(n) to O(log (n)).
Indeed the proposed protocol is a distributed version of
LKH. The tree is built recursively from bottom to up. Initially, each member Mi generates a random ri as a secret
key associated to its leaf. To build upper level of the tree,
two members: one as a leader of a left subtree and another
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Distributed Logical Key Hierarchy (D-LKH): A
similar distributed approach based on the logical key hierarchy has been proposed by Rodeh et al. in [41]. In
this approach, the Key Server is completely abolished and
the logical key hierarchy is generated among the members,
therefore there is no entity that knows all the keys at the
same time. This protocol uses the notion of subtrees agreeing on a mutual key. This means that two groups of members, namely subtree L and subtree R, agree on a mutual
encryption key. Member ml is assumed to be L’s leader
and member mr is R’s leader. Subtree L has subtree key
kL and subtree R has subtree key kR . The protocol used
to agree on a mutual key goes as follows:
1. Member ml chooses a new key kLR , and sends it to
member mr using a secure channel.
2. Member ml encrypts key kLR with key kL and multicasts it to members of subtree L; member mr encrypts
key kLR with key kR and multicasts it to members of
subtree R.
3. All members (L ∪ R) receive the new key.
Similarly, Dondeti et al. [17] and Waldvogel et al. [47]
propose distributed versions of OFT [2, 30] (D-OFT) and
CFKM [47] (D-CFKM) protocols respectively.
C.3 Broadcast-Based Approach
In this approach, the key agreement relies on broadcasting secret messages and distributed computations that culminate into the group key.
Fiat and Naor protocol: Fiat and Naor [22] proposed a protocol that relies on Diﬃe-Hellman property
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that consists in the requirement of each member to broadcast a single message to the other participants in order to
agree on a common secret. In the proposed protocol, a reliable center T initializes the system. T choses two primes
q1 and q2 and broadcasts p = q1 .q2 to all nodes. Then, T
generates a random g and keeps it secret. When a new
member Mi joins the group, T sends to this new member two values: a random xi (which is relatively prime
with each other xj previously generated for members Mj ),
and a key αi = g xi mod p. Mi keeps αi secret. To agree
on a group key K, each member broadcasts
n its values xi
xj
and hence each of them calculates K = αi j=1,j=i mod p
= g x1 x2 ...xn mod p. This protocol is not robust against collusions as shown in [22], and has the drawback to require
a reliable third party: T.
Burmester and Desmedt protocol: Burmester
and Desmedt [9] proposed a very eﬃcient protocol that
executes in only three rounds:
1. member mi generates its random exponent ri and
broadcasts Zi = αri ;
2. member mi computes and broadcasts Xi =
(Zi+1 /Zi−1 )ri ;
3. member mi can now compute the key Kn =
nri
.Xin−i . . . . Xn−2 mod p.
Zi−1
The group key calculated by each member is then Kn =
αN1 N2 +N2 N3 +...Nn N1 . This protocol requires n + 1 exponentiations per member and in all but one the exponent
is at most n − 1. The drawback is the requirement of 2n
broadcast messages.
Conference Key Agreement (CKA): Boyd [7] proposed yet another protocol for conference key agreement
(CKA) where all group members contribute to generating
the group key. The group key is generated with a combining function: K = f (N1 , h(N2 ), . . . , h(Nn )), where f is the
combining function (a MAC), h is a one-way function, n is
the group size, and Ni is the contribution from group member i. The protocol speciﬁes that n − 1 members broadcast
their contributions (Ni ) in the clear. The group leader, for
example U1 , encrypts its contribution (N1 ) with the public
key of each member and broadcasts it. All group members
who had their public key used to encrypt N1 can decrypt
it and generate the group key.

members fail to complete the protocol, it will not aﬀect the
whole group. In the protocols with a group leader, a leader
failure is fatal for creating the group key and the operation
has to be restarted from scratch. We did not consider the
1-aﬀects-n phenomenon because in distributed protocols
all the members are contributors in the creation of the
group key and hence all of them should commit to the new
key whenever a membership change occurs in the group.
VI. Independent TEK per sub-group

The common TEK approach has the drawback to require that all group members commit to a new TEK, whenever a membership change occurs in the group, in order to
ensure perfect backward and forward secrecy. This is commonly called 1-aﬀects-n phenomenon. In order to mitigate the 1-aﬀects-n phenomenon, another approach consists in organizing group members into sub-groups. Each
sub-group uses its own independent TEK. Indeed, in this
scheme when a membership change occurs in a subgroup, it
aﬀects only the members belonging to the same sub-group.
The existing protocols that use independent TEK per subgroup fall into two sub-categories: the membership-driven
re-keying protocols that do re-keying after each membership change, and time-driven re-keying protocols that do
batch re-keying after each period of time. Figure 3 illustrates this classiﬁcation.
A. Membership-Driven Re-keying
Iolus: Mittra [31] proposed Iolus, a framework of a hierarchy of multicast sub-groups. Each sub-group is an independent multicast group (with its own multicast address
and eventually its own multicast routing protocol). The
overall sub-groups form a virtual multicast group. Each
sub-group is managed by a Group Security Agent (GSA)
which is responsible for key management inside the subgroup. A main controller called the Group Security Controller (GSC) manages the GSAs. Figure 13 illustrates a
hierarchy with six sub-groups. Each of them uses its own
TEK.

In table III we compare the presented distributed key
management protocols against the following criteria:
1. Number of rounds: the number of rounds required
before the members commit to a group key.
2. Number of messages: the number of messages required to establish the group key.
3. DH exchange: whether the protocol is based on DiﬃeHellman key exchange.
4. Leader required : whether the protocol requires the
existence of a leader or leaders for the operation of
the key agreement protocol.
The protocols that do not rely on a group leader have an
advantage over those with a group leader because, without
a leader, all members are treated equally and if one or more
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Fig. 13. An example of a Iolus architecture

When a membership change occurs in a sub-group, only
that sub-group is involved in a re-key process. This way,
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TABLE III
Comparison of Distributed Key Management Protocols
Scheme

Nb. rounds

Ingemarson et al.
GDH
Octopus
STR
DH-LKH
D-LKH
D-OFT
D-CFKM
Fiat et al.
Burmester et al.
CKA

n−1
n
2(n − 1)/4 + 2
n
log2 n
3
log2 n
n
2
3
3

Nb. messages
multicast
unicast
0
n(n − 1)
n
n−1
0
3n − 4
n
0
log2 n
0
1
n
0
2 log2 n
0
2n − 1
n
n
2n
0
n
n−1

Iolus scales to large groups and mitigates 1-aﬀects-n phenomenon. However, Iolus has the drawback of aﬀecting
the data path. Indeed, there is a need for translating the
data that goes from one sub-group, and thereby one key,
to another. This induces decryption / re-encryption operations that are not tolerated by most of delay sensitive
applications.
Keyed HIerarchical multicast Protocol
(KHIP): Shields et al. [44] proposed the Keyed HIerarchical multicast Protocol (KHIP). KHIP is based on a
multicast tree built using OCBT [43] routing protocol, and
uses a diﬀerent TEK per each branch of the tree. It uses
also an authentication service [23] based on certiﬁcation to
authenticate members and on-tree routers. The multicast
tree is organized into sub-branches. Each sub-branch is
managed by a trusted router which manages the TEK
used within this sub-branch. When a source is ready to
send a message to the group, it generates a random key
KT , encrypts the message with KT , and encrypts KT
with the TEK of the sub-branch to which the source is
attached. Then the source puts the encrypted KT in the
header of the packet carrying the message and multicasts
the packet. The members located in the same sub-branch
know the TEK of the sub-branch and hence can decrypt
the KT and then decrypt the message with KT . When a
border router of the sub-branch (a trusted router at the
intersect between two sub-branches) receives the packet, it
decrypts the KT and re-encrypts it using the TEK of the
adjacent sub-branch to which the so translated packet will
be forwarded. This process is followed until the message
reaches all the group members. When a new member joins
a sub-group, the router responsible for that sub-branch
generates and distributes a new TEK for the sub-branch
encrypted with the old one. When a member leaves a
sub-branch, the corresponding router distributes a new
TEK encrypted with the public key of each remaining
member and signed with the router’s private key.
Even thought KHIP reduces the decryption / reencryption operations to a single key per packet, it still
suﬀers from the delay variations of packet delivery due
to these operations, and most of applications that require
real-time transmission do not tolerate such delays.
Cipher Sequences (CS): Molva and Pannetrat [32]
proposed a framework for multicast security that is based
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DH exchange

Leader required

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

on Reversible Cipher Sequences. A function f (S, a) is
called Cipher Group (CG) if it has the following characteristics: there is a sequence of n elements ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n), and
there is a sequence of n + 1 elements Si (0 ≤ i ≤ n), such
as Si = f (Si−1 , ai ) for i > 0 and S0 is the initial value; and
for every pair (i, j), where i > j, there exists a function
hi,j such as Si = hi,j (Sj ). The multicast tree is rooted at
the source, the group members are the leaves and internal
nodes are intermediate elements of the multicast communication. Now, let S0 be the message to be multicast and
let every node Ni be assigned a value ai > 1. When node
Ni receives a value Sj from its parent Nj , it computes
Si = f (Sj , ai ) and sends Si to its children that can be either leaves or other internal nodes. The leaves are assigned
the function h0,n , which enables them to compute S0 from
Sn , since S0 = h0,n (Sn ), and therefore recover the original
data. Figure 14 shows an example of Molva’s scheme that
may be described as:

a4
N4
S0

a1
S1
a2

S2

N2

a3

S3

h(0,S3)

N3
L4

root

node

leaves

Fig. 14. An example of Molva’s scheme

1. the root calculates S1 = f (S0 , a1 ) and sends S1 to N2
and N4 ;
2. node N2 calculates S2 = f (S1 , a2 ) and sends S2 to N3 ;
3. node N3 calculates S3 = f (S2 , a3 ) and sends S3 to
leaves L4 ;
4. leaves L4 calculate S0 = h0,4 (S3 ) and recover the original data: S0 .
When a membership change occurs in a leaf, the corresponding node Nn receives a new value an and all members
in the leaf receives a new function h0,n . Naturally, if the
membership change occurred because of member removal,
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the removed member will not receive the new h0,n , thus
will not be able to recover S0 .
SAKM: Challal et al. [12] proposed a new Scalable
and Adaptive Key Management scheme (SAKM) that addresses the 1-aﬀects-n and re-keying overheads by taking
into consideration the dynamic aspect of the group members. SAKM tackles the scalability issue by organizing the
multicast group into clusters, where each cluster uses its
own TEK. Figure 15 illustrates the diﬀerent components
of the proposed architecture.
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message to the other KSs. In turn, these KSs decrypt the
message using the KS secret key and re-encrypt it using
their respective local TEKs. Then, each KS multicasts the
so re-encrypted message to its subgroup.
Scalable Infrastructure for Multicast Key
Management (SIM-KM): Mukherjee and Atwood [34]
proposed a multicast key management infrastructure called
SIM-KM: Scalable Infrastructure for Multicast Key Management. SIM-KM bases on subgrouping with message
transformation by local controllers. In contrast to solutions
based on subgrouping, SIM-KM uses proxy encryption [33]
to transform data at the border of a subgroup. Proxy functions convert cipher text for one key into cipher text for
another key without revealing secret decryption keys or
clear text messages. This allows SIM-KM to do subgrouping with data transformation in order to limit the impact
of re-keying, even thought intermediaries are not trusted
entities.

TEK1

C. Comparison
Cluster2

Cluster3

Cluster1

Fig. 15. SAKM Architecture

In contrast to existing solutions that use this concept,
with SAKM: the organization of the group into clusters is
updated periodically depending on the dynamism of the
members during the secure session. The partitioning aims
to minimize both key translation and re-keying overheads
depending on the membership change behavior. Indeed,
many studies [1] show that the membership behavior of
group members in multicast sessions is likely to be not
uniform through a large scale group and during the whole
session. Some parts of the network may be more dynamic
than others during some periods of time and become more
stable afterward. In this case, it would be interesting to
use a protocol that restricts the re-key to the areas with
frequent membership changes. Thereby, SAKM is very
eﬃcient in such situations. Simulation results show that
SAKM scales well to large groups by minimizing the 1aﬀects-n phenomenon, while it reduces the decryption / reencryption operations thanks to the adaptive dimensioning
of the clusters depending on the membership dynamism.
B. Time-Driven Re-keying
Yang et al. protocol: Yand et al. [52] proposed a
reliable re-keying approach. In the proposed architecture,
the multicast group is organized into a set of subgroups,
where each subgroup is managed by a Key Server (KS).
The role of a KS is to re-key the members of its subgroup
periodically. In other words, the membership changes that
occur during a speciﬁc period of time are batched, then
the KS makes a single re-key that takes into consideration those membership changes. The overall KSs share a
common KS secret key. When a KS receives a multicast
message encrypted with its local TEK (sent by one of its
subgroup members), it decrypts it and re-encrypts it using
the KS secret key. Then, it multicasts the so re-encrypted
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In table IV, we compare some of the above protocols
against the following criteria:
1. Key independence
2. 1-aﬀects-n
3. Local re-key: membership changes in a sub-group
should be treated locally.
4. Data transformation: data is transformed using some
means when messages pass from a sub-group to another.
We notice that Iolus, Cipher Sequences, Yang et al. and
SIM-KM protocols aﬀect the data path when the messages
pass through a subgroup. KHIP does not transform data
itself but transforms the keys with which data is encrypted
and hence reduces the delays induced by the transformations at the borders of sub-groups. SIM-KM uses proxy
encryption that allows to transform data without having
to reveal encryption keys or clear text, and thereby the protocol is more suitable for situations where local controllers
may be not trustworthy. The overall protocols succeed to
mitigate the 1-aﬀects-n phenomenon, since they use an independent TEK per sub-group, and hence a membership
change in a subgroup aﬀects only members belonging to
the same subgroup. However, reducing 1-aﬀects-n phenomenon is not for free: the multicast messages (or keys
for KHIP) should be transformed by the Local sub-group
controllers whenever they pass through a new subgroup.
These transformations aﬀect the packet delivery delays,
and unfortunately this is not suitable for many applications that require real-time transmission.
D. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a state of the art of group
key management. We have classiﬁed existing solutions into
two main categories: the common TEK approach and the
TEK per subgroup approach. Throughout this paper, we
reﬁned this classiﬁcation according to the common concept and techniques used by the proposed solutions. We
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TABLE IV
Comparison of some decentralized group key management protocols
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Protocol
Iolus
KHIP
Cipher Sequences
Yang et al.
SIM-KM
SAKM

Key independence
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

1-aﬀects-n
No
No
No
No
No
No

illustrated each identiﬁed sub-category with relevant solutions from the literature, and we compared them against
pertinent performance criteria. We showed that both proposed approaches suﬀer from great concerns depending on
group dynamism: the common TEK approach suﬀers from
the 1-aﬀects-n phenomenon, where a single group membership change (join or leave) results in a re-keying process
that disturbs all group members to update the TEK. Moreover, centralized protocols are not scalable, and distributed
ones bring new challenges such as synchronization and conﬂict resolution. Time-driven re-keying protocols attempt
to reduce the 1-aﬀects-n phenomenon by batch re-keying,
but then cannot be used with critical applications that require to take into consideration the membership change
instantly. On the other hand, the TEK per subgroup approach reduces the 1-aﬀects-n problem. This is advantageous for highly dynamic multicast groups. However, this
approach requires transformation of sent messages whenever they pass from a sub-group to another, and this may
not be tolerated by applications that are sensitive to packet
delivery delay variations. We conclude that there is not a
best solution, but there good solutions depending on the
application level requirements and features.
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